A. Questions related to the field of Access to information and knowledge
1. What can be done to reinforce the right to seek and receive information in the online environment?

**Establishing and improving access to open source material, digital libraries, educational online content...**

3. How can greater progress be made as regards inclusive strategies for women and girls as well as marginalized and disabled people?

**Bridge the existing digital divide among these groups, including through Media and Information Literacy, and mainstream access for disabled online (accessibility norms on websites...)**

4. How can accessibility be facilitated through increases in locally produced and relevant content in different languages?

**Further developing translation tools, monitoring of languages online, and fostering political will for safeguarding minority or endangered languages.**

5. What can be done to institutionalize MIL effectively in national educational systems?

**Including MIL and Ethics into the Curriculas in secondary education, and involve the communities (parents, teachers, other stakeholders) in this process**

B. Questions related to the field of Freedom of Expression

6. What are the current and emerging challenges relevant to freedom of expression online?

**Privacy, Protection of sources, ethics, and misinformation.**

8. Is there a need for specific protections for freedom of expression for the Internet?

**Yes, and a need to further enhance confidentiality.**

9. To what extent do laws protect digitally interfaced journalism and journalistic sources?

**Including MIL and ethics in the educational systems, and promoting self regulation**

11. What are the optimum systems for independent self-regulation by journalistic actors and intermediaries in cyberspace?

C. Questions related to the field of Privacy

12. What principles should ensure respect for the right to privacy?

**Awareness of the misuses of personal and private information.**